In [2], Ax defined a property of fields lC saying the following: If I. is an absolutely irrcduciblc affine variety defined over K, then 1' has a K-rational point.
K is affinely closed if every absolutely irreducible affine varietv defined over K has a K-rational point. IkAMPLE. A7 := I;, where K is the algebraic closure of 6. DEFINITIO~X. K is projectivelq-closed if every absolutely irreSducible projective variety defined over K has a K-rational point.
It is clear that an affinely closed field is projectively closed. In the following we want to describe a class of fields that are not projectivelv closed, and so we note LEMMA I h-is projectively closed if and only if eaevy absolutely irreducible project& cume without singularities defined oz'er hF has a h'-rational point.
Pwqf. (i) Let K be projectively closed. Then it follows from the definition that every absolutely irreducible projective curve defined over K has a K-rational point.
(ii) Let K be a finite field. Then it is well known that there is a function field in one variable over K without rational place (for a proof. cf. Lemma 2). Tf we choose the complete model without singularities of this field, we have a projective absolutely irreducible curve defined over K without r.ational point.
Let us now assume that K is an infinite field. Let L/T be an absolute]) irreducible projective variety defined over K without K-rational points, with dimension r ;'-1. Let H,, be a generic hyperplane section of V. Then FV n H,, is a prqjective variety defined over K(u) (U the generic coefficients of H,,) of dimension r -I and again absolutely irreducible [5] . Now K has infinitely many elements so we can specialize u to ii~ KJ1-il( I-C P(K)) such that (with H,? as specialized hyperplanc section) F' n HC is an absolutely irreducible subvariety of V defined over K of dimension r ~-I. V n Hg has, of course, no K-rational point. By induction we get finallv an absolutely irreducible projective curve defined over K without a K-rational point. But nov, the normalization of this curve has no K-rational point too; as this curve has no singularities the lemma is proved.
If K is not affinely closed we get by the same procedure an absolutel) irreducible affine curve C over K without K-rational points. So we have proved that K is affinely closed if and only if every affine curve, defined over K and absolutely irreducible, has K-rational points. Now let (7 he a projective curve, defined over K and absolutel! irreducible, with only finitely man)-K-rational points. 'I'hen there exists a suitable embedding of (? in some projective space, such that c contains an absolutel\-irreducible afline curve C defined over K without K-rational points.
We can repeat these results in the language of function fields:
'rHEOKEh1 i . I,el K he cr jdd.
(i) k' is projectiaely closed if and on131 if mew function field F irl OIIB
Cariahle over K has a rational place.
(ii)
h7 is qfinely closed if and only if every .function.$eld F in me variable o%eT A7 has injinitely many vational places.
(By a function field I always mean a regular function field.) It is clear that the affine closeness of K implies that K is projectively closed. Thy following lemma proves the converse: LEMMA 2. Let F be a function field in one zariable oz'er h-with onl>, finitely many h--rational places. Then there exists an algebraic extension jield FI qf F, such that FI is a'gain a function field in one aaviable over K without k--rational places. 
where t, is a prime element with respect to p,, .
Let K, be the separable closure of K. Then t,, is again a prime clement with respect to some extension of p,, to F K, , as F K,, is an rmramified extension of F. As the last congruence shows that G(Z) is an Eisenstein polynomial over F h?,, , F(Z) IS irreducible over F K, Let P', 1~ the splitting field of G(Z) over P. Then the considerations above pro\'c that >', is a function field in one variable over K, for FI is separably gcncrated and the field of constants is again K. (Otherwise G(Z) would be reducible over F . Ii-, .) Let p be a place of F, Assume that p is K-rational. Then the restriction of p to F has to be 4~~ for some i. But as G(Z) g(Z) mod +I, and 'q(Z) is irreducible over h*, we get a contradiction, and so the lemma is proved.
I~EFI~ITIOX.
K is p se, d -I 1 1 "' 11 1--1 . \F-e even have more: There is an algebraic extension of the perfect hull of K, such that there are infinitely many elliptic curves defined over this field without rational points.
Proof. 1Ve begin with a field K valuated by a real non-Archimedean valuation c and an extension 6 of 'u to I;.
Jarden [4] proved that if K is PAC, then the perfect hull k"' m of K is I'AC again. So we may assume without any loss of generality that K is perfect. T,ct Xr, be the Henselian hull of K with respect to 6. K,, is an algebraic extension of K, and as K is perfect, Ax proves by help of the theory of descent [2] that if K is PAC then K,, is PAC. So again we may assume that K is perfect and Henselian with respect to z'.
Let v f 1 be an element of Aut(kS,'K)( sue I t an element exists by assumption); define Z?(a) to be the fixed field of 0. Then k'(a) is perfect and Henselian again, and if K is PAC then K(a) is PA<'. Rut this means we have reduced the theorem to the following: I,EM;\IA. Let A-be a perfect jield, Zienselian with respect to a real nonArchimedean valuation z' and let Aut(l?/K) be a nontrivial procyclic group. Then there are ir$nitel+y many elliptic cumes defined OPW Zi without K-sational points.
Z'roqf. Let K,. bc the completion of K with respect to T, I?',. its algebraic closure. L%s K is perfect K,. is perfect, and so k',. is equal to the separable closure of he,. . K is Henselian.
Hence Aut(R]K) _-~ Aut(RJKJ, so .%ut(K, ;K,.) is generated bv (r. Let I be a prime such that there esists an algebraic extension field I,, of K,. of degree 1. Let a be an element of K with r(a) s 0,j:
.I. Then there exists exactly one elliptic curve defined over K with absolute invariant j and with tkal Hasse invariant y(j ;/ 0, I2") [6] .' ' jarden prowd the theorem in the case of a real Archimedean wluation.
T If char(K)
,' 2, 3, we can define =Z by the \Veierstrass normal form: 1~' 4-x.3 ,&x ,q':$ 'l'hm j 12"g2"(x'2" 27g,,') ' and y ;.cS . g;-l mod K*z. and hence H1(G, A(R)), 7'~ 0. So we find, to every a E K with v(a) s.:. 0, principal homogeneous spaces of dimension 1 defined over K and without K-rational points, and so the lemma is proved. COROLLARY 1. Let K be a $eld, I? its algebraic closure, ./A the set of equivalence classes of real nonarchimedean aaluafions of I?. Let I f o F Aut (x/K).
